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Effectively Finding Relevant Web Pages from Linkage Information Jingyu Hou and Yanchun Zhang, Member, IEEE Computer Society Abstract—This paper presents two hyperlink analysis-based algorithms to find relevant pages for a given Web page (URL). The first algorithm comes from the extended cocitation analysis of the Web pages. It is intuitive and easy to implement. The second one takes advantage of linear algebra theories to reveal deeper relationships among the Web pages and to identify relevant pages more precisely and effectively. The experimental results show the feasibility and effectiveness of the algorithms. These algorithms could be used for various Web applications, such as enhancing Web search. The ideas and techniques in this work would be helpful to other Web-related researches. Index Terms—World Wide Web, Web search, information retrieval, hyperlink analysis, singular value decomposition (SVD).
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INTRODUCTION



T



HE World Wide Web is a rich source of information and continues to expand in size and complexity. How to efficiently and effectively retrieve required Web pages on the Web is becoming a challenge. Traditional Web page search is based on user’s query terms and Web search engines, such as AltaVista [1] and Google [17]. The user issues the query terms (keywords) to a search engine and the search engine returns a set of pages that may (hopefully) be related to the query topics or terms. For an interesting page, if the user wants to search the relevant pages further, he/she would prefer those relevant pages to be at hand. Here, a relevant Web page is the one that addresses the same topic as the original page, but is not necessarily semantically identical [11]. Providing relevant pages for a searched Web page would prevent users from formulating new queries for which the search engine may return many undesired pages. Furthermore, for a search engine, caching the relevant pages for a set of searched pages would greatly speed up the Web search and increase the search efficiency. That is why many search engines, such as Google and AltaVista, are concerned more about building in this functionality. There are many ways to find relevant pages. For example, as indicated in [11], Netscape uses Web page content analysis, usage pattern information, as well as linkage analysis to find relevant pages. Among the approaches of finding relevant pages, hyperlink analysis has its own advantages. Primarily, the hyperlink is one of the most obvious features of the Web and can be easily extracted by parsing the Web page codes. Most importantly, hyperlinks encode a considerable amount of latent human judgment in most cases [22]. In fact, with a few exceptions, the creators of Web pages create links to other pages, usually with an idea in mind that the linked pages are relevant to the linking pages. Therefore, a hyperlink, if it is
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reasonable, reflects the human semantic judgment and this judgment is objective and independent of the synonymy and polysemy of the words in the pages. This latent semantics, once revealed, could be used to find deeper relationships among the pages, as well as to find the relevant pages for a given page. The hyperlink analysis has proven success in many Webrelated areas, such as page ranking in the search engine Google [4], [5], Web page community construction [22], [3], [7], [18], Web search improvement [21], [6], [13], Web clustering and visualization [24], [25], [26], [8], and relevant page finding [22], [11]. When hyperlink analysis is applied to the relevant page finding, its success depends on how to solve the following two problems: 1) how to construct a page source that is related to the given page and 2) how to establish effective algorithms to find relevant pages from the page source. Ideally, the page source, a page set from which the relevant pages are selected, should have the following properties: The size of the page source (the number of pages in the page source) is relatively small. 2. The page source is rich in relevant pages. The best relevant pages of the given page, based on the statement in [11], should be those that address the same topic as the original page and are semantically relevant to the original one. For convenience, in this work, we adapt the following concepts: If there is a hyperlink from page P to page Q, P is called a parent of Q and Q is called a child of P ; if two pages have at least one common parent page, these two pages are called siblings. The representative work of applying hyperlink analysis to find relevant pages is presented in [22] and [11]. The page source for relevant page finding in [22] is derived directly from a set of parent pages of the given page. Kleinberg’s HITS (Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search) algorithm is applied directly to this page source and the top authority pages (e.g., 10 pages) with the highest authority weights are considered to be the relevant pages of the given page. Here, the authority pages are those that contain the most definitive, central, and useful information in the context of particular topics. This algorithm is improved by the work in 1.
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[11] in two aspects: First, the page source is derived from both parent and child pages of the given page and the way of selecting pages for the page source is different from that of [22]. Second, the improved HITS algorithm [3], instead of Kleinberg’s HITS algorithm, is applied to this new page source. This algorithm is named Companion Algorithm in [11]. The improved HITS algorithm reduces the influence of unrelated pages in the relevant page finding. These algorithms focus on finding authority pages (as relevant pages) from the page source, rather than on directly finding relevant pages from page similarities. Therefore, if the page source is not constructed properly, i.e., there are many topic unrelated pages in the page source, the topic drift problem [3], [18] would arise and the selected relevant pages might not be actually related to the given page. Dean and Henzinger [11] also proposed another simple algorithm to find relevant pages from page similarities. The page source of this algorithm, however, only consists of the sibling pages of the given page and many important semantically relevant pages might be neglected. The algorithm is based on the page cocitation analysis (details will be given in the following section) and the similarity between a page and the given page is measured by the number of their common parent pages, named cocitation degree. The pages that have higher cocitation degrees with the given page are identified as relevant pages. Although this algorithm is simple and efficient, the deeper relationships among the pages cannot be revealed. For example, if two or more pages have the same cocitation degree with the given page, this algorithm could not identify which page is more related to the given page. Detailed discussions about the above algorithms and other related work are given later in the paper. On the other hand, the experiments of the above work show that the identified relevant pages are related to the given page in a broad sense, but are not semantically relevant to the given page in most cases. For example, given a page (URL): http://www.honda.com, which is the home page of Honda Motor Company, the relevant pages returned by these algorithms are those home pages of different motor companies (e.g., Ford, Toyota, Volvo, etc.). Although these relevant pages all address the same topic “motor company,” there are no relevant pages referring to Honda Motor Company, Honda Motor, or anything else about Honda and, furthermore, there exist no hyperlinks between the most of the relevant pages and the given page (URL). This kind of relevant pages could be considered relevant in a broad sense to the given page. In practical Web search, however, users usually would prefer those relevant pages that address the same topic as the given page, as well as being semantically relevant to the given page (best relevant pages). In this work, we propose two algorithms that use page similarity to find relevant pages. The new page source, based on which the algorithms are established, is constructed with required properties. The page similarity analysis and definition are based on hyperlink information among the Web pages. The first algorithm, Extended Cocitation algorithm, is a cocitation algorithm that extends the traditional cocitation concepts. It is intuitive and concise. The second one, named Latent Linkage Information (LLI) algorithm, finds relevant pages more effectively and precisely by using linear algebra theories, especially the singular value decomposition of matrix, to reveal deeper relationships among the pages. Experiments are conducted
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and it is shown that the proposed algorithms are feasible and effective in finding relevant pages, as the relevant pages returned by these two algorithms contain those that address the same topic as the given page, as well as those that address the same topic and are semantically relevant to the given page. This is the ideal situation for which we look. Some techniques and results, such as the hyperlink-based page similarity, could also be used further to other Webrelated areas such as Web page clustering. In Section 2, the Extended Cocitation algorithm is presented with a new page source construction. Section 3 gives another relevant page finding algorithm—Latent Linkage Information (LLI) algorithm. Since the LLI algorithm is based on theories in linear algebra, especially the singular value decomposition (SVD) of a matrix, some background knowledge of SVD is provided in this section as well. Section 4 gives some experimental results of the two proposed algorithms and other related algorithms. Numerical analysis for the experimental data and comparison of the algorithms are also conducted in this section. Some related work is presented and discussed in Section 5. Finally, we give some conclusions and further research directions in Section 6.



2



EXTENDED COCITATION ALGORITHM



The citation and cocitation analysis were originally developed for scientific literature index and clustering and then extended to the Web page analysis. For better understanding of the algorithms to be proposed, we first present some background knowledge of the citation and cocitation analysis and then give the Extended Cocitation algorithm for relevant page finding.



2.1 Background of Citation and Cocitation Analysis The citation analysis was developed in information science as a tool to identify core sets of articles, authors, or journals of particular fields of study [23]. The research has long been concerned with the use of citations to produce quantitative estimates of the importance and impact of individual scientific articles, journals, or authors. The most well-known measure in this field is Garfield’s impact factor [14], which is the average number of citations received by papers (or journals) and was used as a numerical assessement of journals in Journal Citation Reports of the Institution for Scientific Information. The cocitation analysis has been used to measure the similarity of papers, journals, or authors for clustering. For a pair of documents p and q, if they are both cited by a common document, documents p and q is said to be cocited. The number of documents that cite both p and q is referred to as the cocitation degree of documents p and q. The similarity between two documents is measured by their cocitation degree. This type of analysis has been shown to be effective in a broad range of disciplines, ranging from author cocitation analysis of scientific subfields to journal cocitation analysis. For example, Chen and Carr [9] used author cocitation analysis to cluster the authors, as well as the the research fields. In the context of the Web, the hyperlinks are regarded as citations beween the pages. If a Web page p has a hyperlink to another page q, page q is said to be cited by page p. In this sense, citation and cocitation analyses are smoothly extended to the Web page hyperlink analysis. For instance, Larson [23] and
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Fig. 1. Page source S for the given u in the DH Algorithm.



Pitkow and Pirolli [28] have used the cocitation to meaure the Web page similarities. The above cocitation analyses, whether for scientific literature or for Web pages, are mainly for the purpose of clustering and the page source to which the cocitation analysis is applied is usually a preknown page set or a Web site. For example, the page source in [28] was the pages in a Web site of the Georgia Institute of Technology and the page source in [23] was a set of pages in Earth Science-related Web sites. When the cocitation analysis is applied for relevant page finding, however, the situation is different. Since there exists no preknown page source for the given page and cocitation analysis, the success of cocitation analysis mainly depends on how to effectively construct a page source with respect to the given page. Meanwhile, the constructed page source should be rich in related pages with a reasonble size. Dean and Henzinger [11] proposed a cocitation algorithm to find the relevant pages. Hereafter, we denote it as the DH Algorithm. In their work, for a given page (URL) u, the page source S with respect to u is constructed in the following way: The algorithm first chooses up to B (e.g., 2,000) arbitrary parents of u; for each of these parents p, it adds to S up to BF (e.g., eight) children of p that surround the link from p to u. The elements of S are siblings of u as indicated in Fig. 1. Based on this page source S, the cocitation algorithm for finding relevant pages is as follows: For each page s in S, the cocitation degree of s and u is determined; the algorithm finally returns the 10 pages that have the highest cocitation degrees with u as the relevant pages. Although the DH Algorithm is simple and the page source is of a reasonable size (controlled by the parameters B and BF ), the page source construction only refers to the parents of the given page u. It is actually based on an assumption that the possible related pages fall into the set of siblings of u. Since the child pages of u, accordingly the page set derived from these child pages, are not taken into account in the page source construction, many semantically related pages might be excluded in the page source and the final results may be unsatisfactory. This is because the semantic relationship conveyed by the hyperlinks between two pages is mutual. If a page p is said to be semantically relevant (via hyperlink) to another page q, page q could also be said to be semantically relevant to page p. From this point of view, the children of the given page u should be taken into consideration in the page source construction.



2.2 Extended Cocitation Algorithm For a given page u, its semantic details are most likely to be given by its in-view and out-view [26]. The in-view is a set of parent pages of u and the out-view is a set of child pages of u. In other words, the relevant pages with respect to the given page are most likely to be brought into the page



Fig. 2. Page source structure for the extended cocitation algorithm.



source by the in-view and out-view of the given page. The page source for finding relevant pages, therefore, should be derived from the in-view and out-view of the given page so that the page source is rich in the related pages. Given a Web page u, its parent and child pages could be easily obtained. Indeed, the child pages of u can be obtained directly by accessing page u; for the parent pages of u, one way to obtain them is to issue an AltaVista query of the form link : u, which returns a list of pages that point to u [3]. The parent and child pages of the given page could also be provided by some professional servers, such as the Connectivity Server [2]. After the parent and child pages of u are obtained, it is possible to construct a new page source for u that is rich in related pages. The new page source is constructed as a directed graph with edges indicating hyperlinks and nodes representing the following pages: page u, up to B parent pages of u and up to BF child pages of each parent page that are different from u, 3. up to F child pages of u and up to F B parent pages of each child page that are different from u. The parameters B, F , BF , and F B are used to keep the page source to a reasonable size. In practice, we choose B ¼ F B ¼ 200, F ¼ BF ¼ 40. This new page source structure is presented intuitively in Fig. 2. Before giving the Extended Cocitation algorithm for finding relevant pages, we first define the following concepts. 1. 2.



Definition 1. Two pages p1 and p2 are back cocited if they have a common parent page. The number of their common parents is their back cocitation degree, denoted as bðp1 ; p2 Þ. Two pages p1 and p2 are forward cocited if they have a common child page. The number of their common children is their forward cocitation degree, denoted as fðp1 ; p2 Þ. Definition 2. The pages are intrinsic pages if they have same page domain name.1 Definition 3 [11]. Two pages are near-duplicate pages if 1) they each have more than 10 links and 2) they have at least 95 percent of their links in common. Based on the above concepts, the complete Extended Cocitation algorithm to find relevant pages of the given Web page u is as follows: 1. Page domain name means the first level in the URL string associated with a page. For example, the page domain name of the page www.sci.usq.edu.au/staff/zhang is www.sci.usq.edu.au.
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Fig. 3. An example of Intrinsic page treatment.



Step 1. Choose up to B arbitrary parents of u. Step 2. For each of these parents p, choose up to BF children (different from u) of p that surround the link from p to u. Merge the intrinsic or near-duplicate parent pages, if they exist, as one whose links are the union of the links from the merged intrinsic or near-duplicate parent pages, i.e., let Pu be a set of parent pages of u, Pu ¼ fpi j pi is a parent page of u without intrinsic and near-duplicate pages; i 2 ½1; BŠg; let Si ¼ fsi;k j si;k is a child page of page pi ; si;k 6¼ u; pi 2 Pu ; k 2 ½1; BF Šg; i 2 ½1; BŠ: Then, Steps 1 and 2 produce the following set: BS ¼



B [



Si :



i¼1



Step 3. Choose first F children2 of u. Step 4. For each of these children c, choose up to F B parents (different from u) of c with highest in-degree.3 Merge the intrinsic or near-duplicate child pages, if they exist, as one whose links are the union of the links to the merged intrinsic or near-duplicate child pages, i.e., let Cu be a set of child pages of u, Cu ¼ fci j ci is a child page of u without intrinsic and near-duplicate pages; i 2 ½1; F Šg; let Ai ¼ fai:k jai;k is a parent page of page ci ; ai;k and u are neither intrinsic nor near-duplicate pages; ci 2 Cu ; k 2 ½1; F BŠg; i 2 ½1; F Š: Then, Steps 3 and 4 produce the following set: FS ¼



F [



Ai :



i¼1



Step 5. For a given selection threshold , select pages from BS and F S such that their back cocitation degrees or forward cocitation degrees with u are greater than or 2. The order of children is coincident with the order they appear in the page u. 3. In-degree of a page is the number of pages that have links to this page.



equal to . These selected pages are relevant pages of u, i.e., the relevant page set RP of u is constructed as: RP ¼ fpi j pi 2 BS with bðpi ; uÞ   OR pi 2 F S with fðpi ; uÞ  g: It can be seen from this algorithm that, in the parent page set Pu and child page set Cu of u, the intrinsic or nearduplicate pages are merged as one. This treatment is necessary for the success of the algorithm. First, this treatment can prevent the searches from being affected by malicious hyperlinks. In fact, for the pages in a Web site (or server) that are hyperlinked purposely to maliciously improve the page importance for Web search, if they are imported into the page source as the parent pages of the given page u, their children (the siblings of u) most likely come from the same site (or server) and the back cocitation degrees of these children with u would be unreasonably increased. With the merger of the intrinsic parent pages, the influence of the pages from the same site (or server) is reduced to a reasonable level (i.e., the back cocitation degree of each child page with u is only 1) and the malicious hyperlinks are shielded off. For example, in Fig. 3, suppose the parent pages P1 ; P2 ; P3 ; and their children S1;1 ; . . . ; S3;2 are intrinsic pages. In the situation in Fig. 3a, the back cocitation degree of page S2;2 with u is unreasonably increased to 3, which is the ideal situation the malicious hyperlink creators would like. The situation is the same for pages S1;2 and S3;1 . With the above algorithm, the situation in Fig. 3a is treated as the situation in Fig. 3b, where P is a logic page representing the union of P1 ; P2 ; P3 , and the contribution of each child page from the same site (or server) to the back cocitation degree with u is only 1, no matter how tightly these intrinsic pages are linked together. Second, for those pages that are really relevant to the target page u and located in the same domain name, such as those in Web sites that are concerned with certain topics, the above intrinsic page treatment would probably decrease their relevance to the given page u. However, since we consider the page relevance to the given page within a local Web community (page source), not just within a specific Web site or server, this intrinsic page treatment is still reasonable in this sense. Under this circumstance, there exists a trade off between avoiding malicious hyperlinks and keeping as much useful information as possible. Actually, if such pages are still considered as relevant pages within the local Web community, they would finally be identified by the algorithm. The above reasons for intrinsic parent page
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treatment are the same for the intrinsic child page treatment, as well as the near-duplicate page treatment. It is also worth noticing that, even if the given page u contains active links (i.e., links to hub pages that are also cited by other pages), the algorithm, especially the pages set Ai , can also shield off the influence of malicious hyperlinks from the same site or server or mirror site of u. On the other hand, however, this page set Ai would probably filter those possible relevant pages that come from the same domain name of u. The trade off between avoiding malicious hyperlinks and keeping useful information still exists in this circumstance. If the algorithm is only used within a specific Web site or domain name, it can be simplified without considering the intrinsic page treatment. In other words, in the Extended Cocitation algorithm, the influence of each Web site (or server) to the page relevance measurement is reduced to a reasonable level and a page’s relevance to the given page is determined within a local Web community (page source), rather than only within a specific Web site or server.



3



LATENT LINKAGE INFORMATION (LLI) ALGORITHM



Although the Extended Cocitation algorithm is simple and easy to implement, it is unable to reveal the deeper relationships among the pages. For example, if two pages have the same back (or forward) cocitation degree with the given page u, the algorithm cannot tell which page is more relevant to u. This is because the cocitation algorithm has its own limitations. We take the parent pages and the sibling page set BS of the given page u as an example. The cocitation algorithm only considers sibling pages when considering the page relevance to u (computing the back cocitation degrees with u); the parent pages are only used as a reference system in the back cocitation computation, their influence (importance) to the page relevance measurement, however, is omitted. The above situation is the same for the child pages and the page set F S of the given page u. However, from the point of view of parent pages, as well as child pages, of the given page u, the influence of each parent or child page of u to the page relevance degree computation is different. For example, if a parent page P of u has more links to the siblings of u than other parent pages, it would pull together more pages on a common topic related to u, such as the hubs in [22]. We call this type of page P a dense page (with respect to a certain threshold). For two pages in BS with the same back cocitation degree with u, one page that is back cocited with u by more dense parent pages should be more likely to be related to the given page u than another one. This situation is also applied to the child pages of u and pages in F S. The cocitation algorithms, unfortunately, are unable to reveal this type of deeper relationship among the pages. To measure the importance of parent or child pages by directly using their out-degrees or in-degrees is not a proper approach [22]. The page importance should be determined within the concerned page space (page source) combining with the mutual influence of the pages. On the other hand, the topologic relationships among the pages in a page source can be easily expressed as a linkage matrix. This matrix makes it possible, by matrix operations, to reveal the deeper relationships among the pages and effectively find relevant pages. Fortunately, the singular value decomposition (SVD)
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of a matrix in linear algebra has such properties that reveal the internal relationship among the matrix elements [12], [19], [20]. In this work, we adapt it and propose the Latent Linkage Information (LLI) algorithm to effectively and precisely find relevant pages. For better understanding the LLI algorithm, we first give some background knowledge of the SVD in the following section.



3.1



Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) Background The SVD definition of a matrix is as follows: Let A ¼ ½aij Šmn be a real m  n matrix. Without loss of generality, we suppose m  n and the rank of A is rankðAÞ ¼ r. Then, there exist orthogonal matrices Umm and Vnn such that   1 ð1Þ V T ¼ UV T ; A¼U 0 where U T U ¼ Im ; V T V ¼ In ; 1 ¼ diagð1 ; . . . ; n Þ; i iþ1 > 0 for 1  i  r ÿ 1; j ¼ 0 for j  r þ 1,  is an m  n matrix, U T and V T are the transpositions of matrices U and V , respectively, Im and In represent m  m and n  n identity matrices, separately. The rank of A indicates the maximal number of independent rows or columns of A. Equation (1) is called the singular value decomposition of matrix A. The singular values of A are diagonal elements of  (i.e., 1 ; 2 ; . . . ; n ). The columns of U are called left singular vectors and those of V are called right singular vectors [10], [16]. Since the singular values of A are in nonincreasing order, it is possible to choose a proper parameter k such that the last r ÿ k singular values are much smaller than the first k singular values and these k singular values dominate the decomposition. The next theorem reveals this fact. Theorem [Eckart and Young]. Let the SVD of A be given by ( 1) an d U ¼ ½u1 ; u2 ; . . . ; um Š, V ¼ ½v1 ; v2; . . . ; vn Š with 0 < r ¼ rankðAÞ  minðm; nÞ, where ui , 1  i  m is an m-vector, vj , 1  j  n is an n-vector, and 1  2  . . .  r > rþ1 ¼ . . . ¼ n ¼ 0: Let k  r and define Ak ¼



k X



ui  i  vTi :



ð2Þ



i¼1



Then, 1. 2.



min



rankðBÞ¼k



jjA ÿ Bjj2F ¼ jjA ÿ Ak jj2F ¼ 2kþ1 þ . . . þ 2r ,



jjA ÿ Bjj2 ¼ jjA ÿ Ak jj2 ¼ kþ1 , P P 2 and jjAjj22 ¼ max where jjAjj2F ¼ nj¼1 m i¼1 jaij j T ðeigenvalues of A AÞ are measurements of matrix A. min



rankðBÞ¼k



The proof can be found in [10]. This theorem indicates that matrix Ak , which is constructed from partial singular values and vectors, is the best approximation to A. In other words, Ak captures the main structure information of A and minor factors in A are filtered. This important property could be used to reveal the deeper relationships among the pages and effectively find relevant pages. The following section gives the details of the LLI algorithm that is based
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on the SVD. Since k  r and only partial matrix elements of A are involved in constructing Ak , the computation cost of the algorithm based on Ak could be reduced.



3.2 Latent Linkage Information (LLI) Algorithm In this section, we still adapt the symbol system introduced in Section 2.2. We suppose the size of BS is m (e.g., the number of pages in BS is m) and size of Pu is n, the sizes of F S and Cu are p and q, respectively. Without loss of generality, we also suppose m > n and p > q. The topological relationships between the pages in BS and Pu are expressed in a linkage matrix A, and the topological relationships between the pages in F S and Cu are expressed in another linkage matrix B. The linkage matrices A and B are concretely constructed as follows: A ¼ ðaij Þmn ;  1



when page i is a child of page j; page i 2 BS; page j 2Pu ;



0



otherwise:



aij ¼



B ¼ ðbij Þpq ;  1



when page i is a parent of page j; page i 2 F S; page j 2Cu ;



0



otherwise:



bij ¼



These two matrices imply more beneath their simple definitions. In fact, the ith row of matrix A can be viewed as the coordinate vector of page i (page i 2 BS) in an n-dimensional space spanned by the n pages in Pu and the ith row of matrix B can be viewed as the coordinate vector of page i (page i 2 F S) in a q-dimensional space spanned by the q pages in Cu . Similarly, the jth column of matrix A can be viewed as the coordinate vector of page j (page j 2 Pu ) in an m-dimensional space spanned by the m pages in BS. The meaning is similar for the columns in matrix B. In other words, the topological relationships between pages are transferred, via the matrices A and B, to the relationships between vectors in different multidimensional spaces. Since A and B are real matrices, there exist SVDs of A and T T , B ¼ Wpp pq Xqq . As indicated B : A ¼ Umm mn Vnn above, the rows of matrix A are coordinate vectors of pages of BS in an n-dimensional space. Therefore, all the possible inner products of pages in BS can be expressed as AAT , i.e., ðAAT Þij is the inner product of page i and page j in BS. Because of the orthogonal properties of matrices U and V , we have AAT ¼ ðUÞðUÞT . Matrix U is also an m  n matrix. It is obvious from this expression that matrix U is equivalent to matrix A and the rows of matrix U could be viewed as coordinate vectors of pages in BS in another n-dimensional space. The SVD of a matrix is not a simple linear transformation of the matrix [10], [16], it reveals statistical regulation of matrix elements to some extent [27], [10], [16], [12], [19], [18]. Accordingly, the coordinate vector transformation from one space to another space via SVD makes sense. For the same reason, the rows of matrix V T , which is an n  m matrix, are coordinate vectors of pages in Pu in another m-dimensional space. Similarly, for matrix B, the rows of matrix W are coordinate vectors of pages in F S in another q-dimensional space and the rows of matrix X T are coordinate vectors of pages in Cu in another p-dimensional space.
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Next, we discuss matrices A and B separately. For the SVD of matrix A, matrices U and V can be denoted, respectively, as Umm ¼ ½u1 ; u2 ; . . . ; um Šmm and Vnn ¼ ½v1 ; v2 ; . . . ; vn Šnn ; where ui ði ¼ 1; . . . ; mÞ is an m-dimensional vector ui ¼ ðu1;i ; u2;i ; . . . ; um;i ÞT and vi ði ¼ 1; . . . ; nÞ is an n-dimensional vector vi ¼ ðv1;i ; v2;i ; . . . ; vn;i ÞT . Suppose rankðAÞ ¼ r and singular values of matrix A are as follows: 1  2  . . .  r > rþ1 ¼ . . . ¼ n ¼ 0: For a given threshold " (0 < "  1), we choose a parameter k such that ðk ÿ kþ1 Þ=k  ". Then, we denote Uk ¼ ½u1 ; u2 ; . . . ; uk Šmk , Vk ¼ ½v1 ; v2 ; . . . ; vk Šnk , k ¼ diagð1 ; 2 ; . . . ; k Þ, and Ak ¼ Uk k VkT . From the theorem in Section 3.1, the best approximation matrix Ak contains main linkage information among the pages and makes it possible to filter those irrelevant pages, which usually have fewer links to the parents of given u, and effectively find relevant pages. In this algorithm, the relevance of a page to the given page u is measured by the similarity between them. For measuring the page similarity based on Ak , we choose the ith row Ri of the matrix Uk k as the coordinate vector of page i ðpage i 2 BSÞ in a k-dimensional subspace S: Ri ¼ ðui1 1 ; ui2 2 ; . . . ; uik k Þ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; m:



ð3Þ



For the given page u, since it is linked by every parent page, it is represented as a coordinate vector with respect to the pages in Pu : u ¼ ðg1 ; g2 ; . . . ; gn Þ, where gi ¼ 1, i 2 ½1; nŠ. The projection of coordinate vector u in the k-dimensional subspace S is represented as



where g0i ¼



Pn



u0 ¼ uVk k ¼ ðg01 ; g02 ; . . . ; g0k Þ;



t¼1 gt vti i ; i



ð4Þ



¼ 1; 2; . . . ; k.



Equations (3) and (4) map the pages in BS and the given page u into the vectors in the same k-dimensional subspace S in which it is possible to measure the similarity (relevance degree) between a page in BS and the given page u. We take the commonly used cosine similarity measurement for this purpose, i.e., for two vectors x ¼ ðx1 ; x2 ; . . . ; xk Þ and y ¼ ðy1 ; y2 ; . . . ; yk Þ in a k-dimensional space, the similarity between them is defined as simðx; yÞ ¼ jjxjjjxyj , where 2 jjyjj2 P pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi x  y ¼ ki¼1 xi yi ; jjxjj2 ¼ x  x. In this way, the similarity between a page i in BS and the given page u is defined as BSSi ¼ simðRi ; u0 Þ ¼



jRi  u0 j ; jjRi jj2 jju0 jj2



i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; m: ð5Þ



For the given selection threshold , the relevant pages in BS with respect to the given page u is the set BSR ¼ fpi jBSSi  ; pi 2 BS; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; mg: T , we In the same way, for the SVD of matrix B ¼ Wpp pq Xqq suppose rankðBÞ ¼ t and singular values of matrix B are
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TABLE 1 Top 10 Relevant Pages Returned by the DH Algorithm



!1  !2  . . .  !t > !tþ1 ¼ . . . ¼ !q ¼ 0. For a given threshold " (0 < "  1),4 we choose a parameter l such that ð!l ÿ !lþ1 Þ=!l  ". Then, we denote Bl ¼ Wl l XlT , where Wl ¼ ½wi;j Špl ; Xl ¼ ½xi;j Šql ; l ¼ diagð!1 ; !2 ; . . . ; !l Þ: The ith row R0i of the matrix Wl l is the coordinate vector of page i (page i 2 F S) in a l-dimensional subspace L: R0i ¼ ðwi1 !1 ; wi2 !2 ; . . . ; wil !l Þ;



i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; p:



ð6Þ



The projection of coordinate vector u in the l-dimensional subspace L is represented as u00 ¼ uXl l ¼ ðg1 00 ; g2 00 ; . . . ; gl 00 Þ;



ð7Þ



where g1 00 ¼



q X



gj xji !i ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; l:



j¼1



Therefore, the similarity between a page i in F S and the given page u is F SSi ¼ simðR0i ; u00 Þ ¼



jR0i  u00 j ; jjR0i jj2 jju00 jj2



i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; p: ð8Þ



For the given selection threshold , the relevant pages in F S with respect to the given page u is the set F SR ¼ fpi jF SSi  ; pi 2 F S; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; pg: Finally, the relevant pages of the given page (URL) u is a page set RP ¼ BSR [ F SR. The complexity or computational cost of the LLI is dominated by the SVD computation of the linkage matrices A and B. Without loss of generality, we suppose m ¼ maxðm; pÞ and n ¼ maxðn; qÞ. Then, the complexity of the LLI algorithm is Oðm2 n þ n3 Þ [16]. If n << m, this complexity is approximately Oðm2 Þ. Since the number of pages in the page source can be controlled by the algorithm and this number is relatively very small compared with the number of pages on the Web, the LLI algorithm is feasible for application.



4



EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS



In our experiment, we selected an arbitrary Web page u ¼ “http://www.jaguar.com/,” which is the home page of Jaguar Motor Company, as the given page (URL). The page 4. In practice, the threshold here may be different from that (") for matrix A. For simplicity, we choose the same ".



source for this given page was obtained by the AltaVista Web search engine [1]. For comparison, the Extended Cocitation algorithm, LLI algorithm, DH Algorithm, and Companion algorithm [11] were applied to this page source. Meanwhile, the relevant pages returned by the “Related Pages” service of the AltaVista search engine and the “Similar Pages” service of the Google search engine were also provided. Based on the experimental results, algorithm comparison was conducted. A numerical experiment was also conducted on the cocitation algorithms (the DH Algorithm and Extended Cocitation algorithm) and the LLI algorithm to show that the LLI algorithm is able to reveal deeper relationships among the pages. Since there is no numerical standard to define the relevance between a page and the given page u, in the experiment, we have adapted the relevant page definition in [11] to analyze the experiment results, i.e., the relevant pages are those that address the same topic as the given page u, but are not necessarily semantically identical; the best relevant pages are required to be semantically relevant to the given page at the same time. A small-scale user experiment was conducted among the colleagues in our research group to evaluate the performance of the algorithms. Exactly identifying relevant pages is a difficult task since what is relevant for user A is not always relevant for user B. To enable the evaluations to be more objective, a large-scale user experiment is needed and it is in our plan for the future. First, we compare the DH Algorithm and the Extended Cocitation algorithm based on their experiment results. As in [11], we chose the top 10 returned relevant pages of each algorithm for comparison. They are listed, respectively, in Table 1 and Table 2. In Table 1, the relevant pages returned by the DH Algorithm fall into the same category as the given page (http://www.jaguar.com), i.e., they are all the motor company home pages. But, by checking these home pages, it is found that, apart from the Ford Company home page, which has only one link to the given page, all nine other top relevant pages have no links to or semantic relationships with the given page. These pages could only be regarded as the relevant ones to the given URL in a broad sense, which is not the ideal situation the user wishes in many cases. In contrast to the results in Table 1, the results returned by the Extended Cocitation algorithm in Table 2 have more semantically relevant pages (first four pages, 40 percent of the 10 top relevant pages) in term “Jaguar motor” and they address the same topic “motor.” The results indicate that the Extended Cocitation algorithm increases the effectiveness of relevant page finding.
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TABLE 2 Top 10 Relevant Pages Returned by the Extended Cocitation Algorithm



TABLE 3 Top 10 Relevant Pages Returned by the Companion Algorithm



TABLE 4 Top 10 Relevant Pages Returned by the LLI Algorithm



TABLE 5 Top 10 Relevant Pages Returned by the “Related Pages” Service of AltaVista



The Companion algorithm [11], which is different from cocitation algorithms, finds relevant pages by applying the improved HITS algorithm [3] to the page source. The relevant pages returned by this algorithm are listed in Table 3. Tables 4, 5, and 6 give the relevant pages returned, respectively, by the LLI algorithm, AltaVista’s “Related Pages” service, and Google’s “Similar Pages” service. Results in Tables 3, 5, and 6 indicate that the relevant pages found by the Companion algorithm, AltaVista, and Google are



similar. They are all relevant to the given URL in a broad sense, rather than in a semantic sense. On the contrary, the LLI algorithm (Table 4) returns more semantically relevant pages: six of 10 (60 percent) top pages are relevant to the given page in a semantic sense. They are all about the “Jaguar motor.” Meanwhile, the returned pages also contain some relevant pages in a broad sense, i.e., home pages of some motor companies. It is also shown from the experimental
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TABLE 6 Top 10 Relevant Pages Returned by the “Similar Pages” Service of Google



results that the LLI algorithm is better than the Extended Cocitation algorithm in semantically relevant page finding. Next, we conducted a numerical experiment to see if the LLI algorithm is able to reveal deeper relationships among the pages and effectively identify the relevant pages, for example, effectively distinguish those pages that have the same (back or forward) cocitation degrees with u. Here, we only present the numerical experiment results, as well as concepts, for the pages in BS. For the pages in F S, the situation is the same. Before analyzing the numerical results, we introduce some concepts. The symbols used here are in accordance with those in Section 3.2. As in Section 3.2, the linkage matrix between the pages in BS and the pages in Pu is A ¼ ðaij Þmn . The first concept introduced here is the back cocitation percentage of a page Pi in BS, denoted as bcpðPi Þ. It is defined as the number of its parent pages in Pu divided by the size of Pu , i.e., bcpðPi Þ ¼



n X



aij =n; Pi 2 BS; i 2 ½1; mŠ:



j¼1



This definition is actually another form of back cocitation degree of page Pi with the given page u. The second concept is the backdensity of a page Pui in Pu , denoted as bdðPui Þ. It is defined as the number of its child pages in BS divided by the size of BS, that is, bdðPui Þ ¼



m X



aki =m; Pui 2 Pu ; i 2 ½1; nŠ:



k¼1



The last concept is the drift degree of a page Pi in BS, denoted as ddðPi Þ. It is defined as X X bdðPui Þ= bdðPuj Þ: ddðPi Þ ¼ 1 ÿ Pui is a parent of Pi



Puj 2Pu



It could be inferred from the above definitions that .



.



more connections with dense pages in Pu , its drift degree ðddÞ would be lower, otherwise, its drift degree would be higher. Lower drift degree means the page is more likely to be related to the given page u. The back cocitation percentage ðbcpÞ of a page in BS and, in turn, the cocitation algorithm could not reflect the above latent relationships revealed by the back density and drift degree. On the other hand, however, drift degree ðddÞ still could not more precisely reflect the relationships among the pages. For example, if one page in BS has some connections with dense parent pages but has few connections to the sparse parent pages and another page has fewer connections to the dense parent pages but has many connections to the sparse parent pages, the dd values of these two pages might be the same or nearly the same. In this case, these two pages could not be distinguished either only by their drift degrees. In order to see if the LLI algorithm is able to reveal more deeper relationships among the pages and more effectively find the relevant pages, we randomly selected 10 pages from BS, which are listed in Table 7, and calculated their bcp, dd values, as well as their similarities simðPi ; uÞ to the given page u according to the LLI algorithm. The numerical results are presented in Table 8. It is indicated in Table 8 that, although bcpðP5 Þ, bcpðP6 Þ, and bcpðP8 Þ are the same, their drift degrees are different (ddðP5 Þ ¼ 0:54, ddðP6 Þ ¼ 0:60, and ddðP8 Þ ¼ 0:62). In this case, the value of page drift degree dd is able to divide the page set (P4 , P5 , P6 , P7 , P8 , P9 ), which has the same bcp value, into three groups ðP4 ; P5 Þ, ðP6 ; P7 Þ, and ðP8 ; P9 Þ. Similarly, pages P2 and P3 can be distinguished by their drift degrees, but cannot be distinguished by their bcp values. However, the value of page drift degree is unable to further distinguish the pages that have the same dd values, such as P3 , P4 , and



The back density ðbdÞ of a page in Pu reflects the density of this page. If a page in Pu has more child pages in BS, its back density would be higher. Accordingly, the pages in Pu with higher back densities are called dense parents and those with lower back densities are called sparse parents. In practice, the meaning of “higher” or “lower” is relative. The drift degree ðddÞ of a page in BS reflects the relationship between this page and the dense parents in Pu . Indeed, under the circumstance where two pages in BS have the same bcp value, if one page has



TABLE 7 Randomly Selected 10 Pages from the Page Source BS
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TABLE 8 Numerical Results of bcp, dd Values and Similarities of 10 Selected Pages in BS



P5 . On the contrary, the numerical results in the last row of this table indicate that the LLI algorithm is able to distinguish almost all of these pages, and suggest that LLI reveals deeper relationships among the pages. This merit is intuitively shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the changes of page similarities simðPi ; uÞ are coincident with the changes of page drift degrees ddðPi Þ in common sense meaning, i.e., if a page has lower drift degree, it would have higher similarity to the given URL u. It is also clearly indicated in the figure that the sim value change trend of the LLI algorithm is the same as the bcp value change trend of the cocitation algorithm, but the LLI algorithm gives a more precise trend description. For example, pages P4 and P5 could not be distinguished by their bcp values (cocitation algorithm) and dd values, but could be distinguished by their sim values (LLI algorithm). These are the situations we seek. The above numerical results and analysis indicate that the LLI algorithm reveals deeper relationships among the pages and finds relevant pages more precisely and effectively.
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RELATED WORK



AND



DISCUSSIONS



The hyperlink, because it usually conveys semantics between the pages, has attracted much research interest. When hyperlink analysis is applied to the relevant page finding, the situation is different from most other situations where hyperlink analysis is applied. First, finding relevant pages of a given page is different from Web search. In traditional Web search, the input to the search process is a set of query terms, while, in relevant page finding, the input is a given Web page (URL) [11]. Second, the object to which hyperlink analysis is applied for finding relevant pages is uncertain, while, in most other situations where the hyperlink analysis is applied, the objects are certain, for example, the object might be a set of Web searched pages [22], all the pages in a Web site [8], [26], or all the pages on the Web [4]. As indicated in Section 1, the success of finding relevant pages of a given page depends on two essential aspects: 1) how to effectively construct a page source from which the real relevant pages can be found and 2) how to establish effective algorithms to extract real relevant pages from the



Fig. 4. Comparison of bcp, dd, and sim values for the selected 10 pages.



page source. Different relevant page finding algorithms have different page source construction strategies. In Kleinberg’s work [22], which applies the HITS algorithm to find relevant pages, the page source is derived from the parents of the given page, i.e., the page source consists of parent pages and those pages that point to, or are pointed to by, the parent pages. However, since the pages pointing to the parents connect to the given page via two-level hyperlinks (i.e., these pages hyperlink to the given page u via the parents of u) and a Web page usually refers to multiple topics, they might have weak semantic relationships (relevance) with the given page and, in turn, the page source might not be rich in related pages. Dean and Henzinger [11] construct page source in a different way for their relevant page finding algorithm Companion. Their pages source consists of parent and child pages of the given page u, as well as those pages that are pointed to by the parent pages of u and those pages that point to the child pages of u. This page source construction is more reasonable as all the pages in the page source are at the same link level with the given page u and have close relationships with u. The hyperlinks between the pages on the same host are omitted in this page source construction, which might filter some semantically relevant pages on the same host about certain topics. This page source construction does not consider intrinsic page treatment in the parent and child page sets of u, which might result in the algorithm being easily affected by malicious hyperlinks. Mukherjea and Hara [26] observed that, for a given page u, its semantic details are most likely to be given by its in-view and out-view. The in-view is a set of parent pages of u and the out-view is a set of child pages of u. In other words, those pages that have relationships with the in-view and out-view of u are most likely to be relevant pages. This is the base on which our page source is constructed. The page source in this work is different from that of [11]. In our page source construction, links between pages on the same host are permitted, but the mechanisms of intrinsic and nearduplicate page treatment are established at the same time. Therefore, the new page source avoids some semantically relevant pages being omitted and prevents the algorithm from being affected by malicious hyperlinks. Apart from page source construction, effective algorithms for finding out the relevant pages are another important aspect in relevant page finding. Kleinberg [22] applies his HITS algorithm and Dean and Henzinger [11] apply their improved HITS algorithm to their own page source. Instead of finding relevant pages from page similarities, they find authority pages as relevant ones from mutual page relationships that are conveyed by hyperlinks. As stated in Section 1, if the page source is not constructed properly, the selected relevant pages might be unsatisfactory because of the topic drift problem.
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For the algorithms that find relevant pages from page similarities, how to measure the page similarity is the key for the success of algorithms. Among them, the cocitation algorithm has its own advantages because of its intuitiveness and simplicity. Chen and Carr [9] use cocitation analysis to cluster the authors, as well as research fields, in the Hypertext area. Larson [23] and Pitkow and Pirolli [28] have used the cocitation to meaure the page similarity and cluster the Web pages. Dean and Henzinger [11] also apply cocitation analysis to find relevant pages and declare that their cocitation algorithm is 51 percent better than the “What’s Related” service of Netscape for the 10 highest ranked pages, although Netscape uses both content and usage pattern information in addition to connectivity information to get the related pages. But, the corresponding page source for this cocitation algorithm is derived only from the parent pages of the given page and many semantically related pages that have relationships with the child pages of the given page might be omitted. The experimental results in [11], therefore, contain few semantically relevant pages. The Extended Cocitation algorithm of this paper is different from that in [11] mainly because of the difference in page source construction. The cocitation algorithms measure the similarity between the pages only based on the number of their common links, no deeper relationships among the pages are revealed and exploited. For effectively measuring page similarity, much work has been done. For example, Chen [8] combines hyperlinks, content similarity and browsing patterns as a measure of similarity. Weiss et al. [30] use hyperlinks and content similarity to measure the page similarity and to cluster Web pages. Similar work can also be seen in [24], [25], [21]. Theoretically, these page similarities could also be used for finding relevant pages. But, the LLI algorithm in this paper takes an alternative approach to measure page similarity. First, the LLI algorithm only takes the hyperlinks into consideration, which allows for a great deal of flexibility since it allows for the addition of hypermedia functionality to pages, multimedia, or otherwise, without changing the original page’s format or embedding mark-up information within pages [13]. Second, page similarities in the LLI algorithm are measured by the deeper (mathematical) relationships among the pages that are revealed within the whole of the concerned page source by mathematical operations, especially the SVD of a matrix, not measured by simply counting the number of links. The last difference is that the similarities of the pages in the subsets BS and F S of the page source are measured separately, i.e., these two page subsets are treated separately, rather than being considered as united in the Companion algorithm of [11]. This page source treatment avoids page similarities in one subset being influenced by the pages in another subset and guarantees the semantically relevant pages being selected. The experimental results in this paper show the merit of this page source treatment.
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CONCLUSIONS



In this work, we have proposed two algorithms to find relevant pages of a given page: the Extended Cocitation algorithm and the LLI (Latent Linkage Information) algorithm. These two algorithms are based on hyperlink analysis among the pages and take a new approach to construct the
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page source. The new page source reduces the influence of the pages in the same Web site (or mirror site) to a reasonable level in the page similarity measurement, avoids some useful information being omitted, and prevents the results from being distorted by malicious hyperlinks. These two algorithms could identify the pages that are relevant to the given page in a broad sense, as well as those pages that are semantically relevant to the given page. Furthermore, the LLI algorithm reveals deeper (mathematical) relationships among the pages and finds out relevant pages more precisely and effectively. Experimental results show the advantages of these two algorithms. The ideas in this work would also be helpful to other linkage-related analysis. The proposed algorithms in this work, as well as those in the previous work, find relevant pages statically, as they only deal with the “static” links among the pages. If they are implemented on the top of a hyperlink server such as the Connectivity Server [2], they are at most semidynamic since the hyperlink information they use depends on the information update in the hyperlink database of the server. Extending the current algorithms to deal with dynamic links, such as those produced by a CGI script, is a valuable and challenging problem. For the LLI algorithm, the impact of approximation matrix choosing (i.e., the approximation parameter k) to the final results is also worthy of study in the future, although we choose " ¼ 0:5 to determine k in this work. The page similarity in the LLI algorithm could also be adapted for page clustering if the number of pages to be clustered is not huge. Assigning more semantics to hyperlinks, especially for XML documents, is another promising approach to increase the effectiveness in finding relevant pages (documents), clustering pages (documents), etc. We plan to further investigate these issues.
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